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Research Goals
● In this project, for executing serverless FaaS functions 

on x86 and ARM64 processors, we investigate 
differences in:
○ (RQ-1): CPU utilization metrics 

○ (RQ-2): Performance 

○ (RQ_3): Performance variance

○ (RQ-4): Cost
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X86 vs. ARM64
Computing architecture

Switch to ARM64:

● Power efficiency

● Low cost

Stay on X86:

● No migration cost

● Widely supported

● Performance optimization

● Rely on platform specific 

abilities
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Workloads
AWS Lambda us-west-2 (Oregon),

memory size: 3008MB(3GB) with 2 vCPU cores,
5GB ephemeral disk for I/O related tests
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Supporting Tools - SAAF

We utilize the Serverless Application Analytics Framework to 

collect metrics from serverless functions. 

Metrics such as CPU timing accounting, runtime, latency, and 

more can collected by the Analyzer function and used to make 

routing decisions by the Proxies.

SAAF and our other tools are is available here:

https://github.com/wlloyduw/SAAF
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Research 
Question 1

How do Linux CPU utilization 

measurements compare for 

serverless functions run on x86 

(Intel) vs. ARM64 (Graviton2) 

processors?

We investigate changes in CPU 

user mode time, CPU kernel 

mode time, and CPU idle time.
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ARM64 vs. x86 
CPU Utilization 
Comparison
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Research 
Question 2

How does serverless function runtime 
compare on x86 (Intel) vs. ARM64 
(Graviton2) processors? 

Using runtime on x86 processors as a 
baseline, we identify functions with 
faster runtime on ARM, similar 
runtime on ARM, and slower runtime 
on ARM. In addition, we investigate 
x86 vs. ARM64 runtime implications 
when scaling up the work performed 
by function instances
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ARM64 Function 
Performance 
Difference vs. 
x86
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Research 
Question 3

What is the difference in 
performance variance of 
serverless functions executed 
on x86 (Intel) vs. ARM64 
(Graviton2) processors?   

We calculate and analyze the 
coefficient of variation of 
function runtime while scaling 
the work of function instances 
using forty distinct steps to 
increase runtime.
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Average CV (%) 
of function 
runtime
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Function 
runtime: change 
in CV(%) over 40 
steps
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Research 
Question 4

What is the cost difference in 

hosting serverless functions on 

x86 (Intel) vs. ARM64 

(Graviton2) processors?  

We compare the overall hosting 

costs of 18 distinct functions 

while scaling function runtime 

across forty steps.  
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Estimated cost 
of 400k function 
calls:
x86 vs. ARM
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ARM cost 
difference (+/- 
%) relative to 
x86
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Conclusion Summary
● We executed experiments using 18 functions on AWS to compare X86 vs. 

ARM64 FaaS

● (RQ-1 - CPU Utilization): While most functions had similar CPU utilization 
profiles across both architectures, some functions on ARM64 had higher CPU 
kernel mode utilization. These differences may help detect where x86 vs. 
ARM64 performance differences are likely occur.

● (RQ-2 - Performance): ARM64 can provide performance advantages for 
serverless workloads. ARM64 provided faster runtime than x86 for 7 of 18 
functions. Four functions were more than 10% faster. Runtime improvements 
appeared highly dependent on the nature of the workload.
→Average function runtime increased by 2.86% (18 functions x 40 timesteps).
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Conclusion Summary - 2
● (RQ-3 - Performance Variance): Functions run on x86 on AWS Lambda, 

exhibit more than twice the runtime variance vs. ARM64 making x86 less 

reliable for consistent performance.

● (RQ-4 - Cost): ARM64 offers cost savings on AWS Lambda (15 of 18 

tested serverless functions). Some of the cost savings are attributed to the 

20% cost discount offered by the cloud provider for ARM64 processors. 

→ Average execution costs decreased by 18.4% (18 functions x 40 timesteps)
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